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ABSTRACT

Objective: Automatically identifying patients at risk of immune checkpoint inhibitor (ICI)-induced colitis allows

physicians to improve patientcare. However, predictive models require training data curated from electronic

health records (EHR). Our objective is to automatically identify notes documenting ICI-colitis cases to accelerate

data curation.

Materials and Methods: We present a data pipeline to automatically identify ICI-colitis from EHR notes, acceler-

ating chart review. The pipeline relies on BERT, a state-of-the-art natural language processing (NLP) model. The

first stage of the pipeline segments long notes using keywords identified through a logistic classifier and

applies BERT to identify ICI-colitis notes. The next stage uses a second BERT model tuned to identify false posi-

tive notes and remove notes that were likely positive for mentioning colitis as a side-effect. The final stage

further accelerates curation by highlighting the colitis-relevant portions of notes. Specifically, we use BERT’s

attention scores to find high-density regions describing colitis.

Results: The overall pipeline identified colitis notes with 84% precision and reduced the curator note review

load by 75%. The segment BERT classifier had a high recall of 0.98, which is crucial to identify the low incidence

(<10%) of colitis.

Discussion: Curation from EHR notes is a burdensome task, especially when the curation topic is complicated.

Methods described in this work are not only useful for ICI colitis but can also be adapted for other domains.

Conclusion: Our extraction pipeline reduces manual note review load and makes EHR data more accessible for

research.
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LAY SUMMARY

Patients treated with immune checkpoint inhibitors (ICI) often experience colitis as a side-effect. Building predictive models

for ICI-induced colitis can help healthcare providers improve patient care. However, developing predictive models requires

training data from electronic health record notes since ICI colitis does not have clear diagnosis codes and can be described
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in varied language. Using keyword search to identify relevant notes returns over 200 000 notes, only 10% of which are true

positives based on manual review. To address this problem, we developed a data pipeline to automatically identify ICI-

induced colitis notes. This pipeline consists of 3 stages. The first stage identifies potentially positive ICI colitis notes. The

second stage filters the output from the first stage to remove false positives. The final stage highlights sections of the notes

relevant for ICI colitis determination to aid manual reviewers. Using our pipeline, the manual review burden was reduced by

75% (from 128K to 30K notes).

BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE

While immune checkpoint inhibitors (ICI) have improved cancer

care, one of their main adverse events is ICI-induced colitis.1 Predict-

ing patients that will likely experience ICI-induced colitis allows

physicians to adapt care management. However, before supervised

models to predict ICI colitis can be developed, training data from his-

torical ICI colitis cases need to be curated from electronic health

record (EHR) notes. Curation from notes is necessary because ICI

colitis does not have clear diagnosis codes, and can be documented in

a variety of ways (proctocolitis, ICI-associated diarrhea, diarrhea tox-

icity, etc.). Curating positive ICI colitis cases is an onerous task—key-

word search identifies over 200 000 notes which need to be manually

reviewed for accuracy before being imported into a database for

more extensive expert curation of colitis episodes. A system which

accurately identifies potential ICI colitis-related notes, and highlights

relevant text, can facilitate and accelerate curators’ manual task.

Objective
The goal of the colitis curation task is to automatically identify EHR

notes which refer to ICI colitis to create a dataset for predictive

modeling. There are a couple of challenges associated with the auto-

matic identification of ICI colitis from notes. First, ICI colitis can be

described in multiple ways including descriptions of its varied symp-

toms such as diarrhea or bloody stool. Second, the dataset is highly

imbalanced—ICI colitis notes have low incidence with only 1994

positive out of 23 313 notes in our training data. A less than 10%

incidence rate of ICI colitis means the data pipeline must be tuned to

not miss positive events, that is, it must have high recall. Third,

many language models are pretrained to only use 512 tokens and

most EHR notes exceed that length. Our pipeline must therefore

account for splitting notes during classification. Finally, reading

long notes during validation is taxing for curators and we need

methods to highlight relevant regions in the text.

In this work, we present a deep-learning pipeline that accelerates

manual curation by automatically identifying likely colitis-positive

notes and reducing the note review burden. Additionally, we present

a highlighting algorithm which uses BERT’s attention mechanism to

identify relevant text within notes that are important for colitis iden-

tification. These highlighted regions can further accelerate curation

by guiding curators during validation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

To reduce manual curation effort, we developed a data pipeline to

accurately identify ICI colitis cases. Importantly, the pipeline should

have a high recall, so curators do not miss cases, and moderate pre-

cision so curation time is not wasted on negative cases. Further, the

system should highlight segments in the text which were used by the

backend model in classifying cases. In this section, we first describe

the dataset used to train and evaluate the model, followed by the

classification and highlighting algorithms. The overview of the pipe-

line is given in Figure 1.

Data
The ICI colitis cohort consisted of all Vanderbilt University Medical

Center patients who received ICI treatment either at Vanderbilt or

an external institution prior to December 31, 2020. The cohort con-

sists of 3422 patients, of which, 703 patients were used to create a

gold standard dataset. To create the gold standard, first the notes of

the 703 patients were filtered using curator-provided keywords asso-

ciated with colitis and its symptoms. Keyword filtering generated

23 313 possibly relevant notes for 703 patients. Curators then man-

ually reviewed all 23 313 notes to indicate if they were true positives

for ICI colitis or for one of its symptoms, that is, diarrhea or bloody

stool. Curators consisted of expert reviewers with doctorates in biol-

ogy as well as non-expert reviewers who were medical students.

Based on manual review of 23 313 notes, 1994 notes were posi-

tive for colitis within the diagnostic differential, 3906 were positive

for the presence of diarrhea, and 548 were positive for the presence

of bloody stool. Curators also highlighted the part of the note that

was relevant for their determination of colitis or colitis-associated

symptoms. We used this dataset for model selection, training, and

validation. We used the standard 80:20 ratio to split our data into

train (train þ validation) and test sets. The training set had 14 920

notes, the validation set had 3730 notes, and the test set had 4663

notes. The test set is not exposed to the model during training and

hence not used for fitting model weights.

After model development, the pipeline was applied to the

remaining notes (of about 2700 patients) containing keywords

which had not yet been manually reviewed and were “unseen” by

the model—these notes were not used in model fitting. The unseen

cohort had 147 853 notes, 128 314 of these contained colitis men-

tion keywords, and 119 542 notes contained symptom keywords

and provide our evaluation cohort.

Colitis Classification
In this section, we describe different classification methods for colitis

prediction from EHR notes. We compared different approaches

with increasing complexity, starting with bag-of-words (BOW)2

logistic regression, followed by distant supervision with Snorkel,3

and finally transformer-based models.4

Colitis Classification with BOW Model
The simplest colitis classification algorithm applied keyword search

to identify positive notes. But, as seen in the labeled data above, this

method had very low precision (0.08). Our next approach used a

logistic regression classifier with a BOW feature encoding.2 In a BOW

model, the words of the entire corpus are treated as binary features,

and each input text is vectorized to denote the words it contains. We

used the term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF)2 met-

ric to rank the top 1000 words in the corpus. These words were used

as features to train a logistic regression which classified a note as posi-

tive or negative for colitis. This approach had modest results.

To better understand the logistic regression model, we extracted

the top 10 words from the BOW model that were predictive for
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colitis to compare against the curator-specified keywords. Unsur-

prisingly, the most predictive word was colitis. However, the

remaining 9 words were not in the curators’ earlier-provided list.

Some of them were semantically relevant such as Ipilimumab, colon,

and steroids. But, others were broad terms such as including, MCG,

and female. The latter terms might be a result of writing patterns.

For example, colitis was often mentioned with potential side effects,

and written as “potential side-effects including colitis,” which might

have induced the model to give high feature importance to

“including.”

Colitis Classification with Distant Supervision
To improve model performance, we next explored if the keywords

extracted from BOW model could be used in combination with

curator keywords. There were around thirty curator keywords,

which we grouped into 4 subsets based on the symptoms they

described: diarrhea, bloody stool, abdominal pain, and dehydration.

Each keyword group had different accuracies. To aggregate them,

we leveraged the Snorkel library.3 Snorkel classifies with distant

supervision by aggregating multiple inaccurate labeling functions

(eg, keyword search) to produce high-quality labels. It trains a meta-

learner which estimates the quality of each labeling function and

weights them accordingly. It requires a minimum of 3 labeling func-

tions. An example of a labeling function would be using keyword

search to mark notes that contain “colitis” as positive and others as

negative. Labeling functions can also use groups of words, for exam-

ple, a note can be marked positive if it contains any of the words

from the group [“colitis”, “colon”, “steroids”].

We compared 4 classification methods with Snorkel. The first

method used the curator keywords grouped by the symptoms they

described. So, one labeling function used all the diarrhea keywords

to classify notes as positive, another used the bloody stool keywords,

another used “colitis” for classification, and so on. The second

method used the BOW keywords, with each labeling function corre-

sponding to one of the ten BOW words. The third method,

BOWþcurator, used all the labelers from the first two methods.

While the BOW did slightly better than the other two, the perform-

ance of all three methods were poor (Table 1). We hypothesized that

the poor performance was due to multiple labeling functions having

similar accuracies, making it difficult for Snorkel to aggregate. To

ameliorate this issue in the fourth method, BOWþcurator grouped,

we reduced the number of labeling functions to 3: the first function

did keyword search with “colitis” since it is the most influential

word, the second function used all the curator keywords together,

and the third function used all the BOW keywords. This grouping

minimized the number of labelers, therefore reducing noise.

Colitis Classification with Transformers
The issue with keyword search is that semantic context is lost. To

address this problem, we used Bidirectional Encoder Representa-

tions from Transformer (BERT),4 a state-of-the-art natural language

processing (NLP) model. Text inputs to BERT are first tokenized,

where each token roughly corresponds to a word. The base BERT

architecture is trained by randomly masking a subset of these tokens

and then predicting the masked token. During this prediction task,

BERT creates numerical representations called embeddings for each

token, which can be used for downstream tasks. For classification,

an additional layer is trained on top of the base architecture to clas-

sify each input text.

Longer Notes in BERT

A limitation of BERT is that it can only accept input sequences with

a maximum length of 512 tokens since it was pretrained with that

configuration. Adapting to longer token lengths will require training

from scratch and has heavy computational load. Tokenized EHR

notes are usually longer than 512 tokens and must be split into mul-

tiple segments. The classes from each segment are then aggregated

to get the class for the EHR note.

Colitis and its symptoms may only be mentioned in certain parts

of the notes, thus using the wrong subset of a note in the prediction

Keywords from Bag-
of-Words Model

Segment Selec�on Classifica�on with BERT

False Posi�ve FilterHighlight Regions with A�en�on Heads

Note Segment Segment Class Note Class

Note 1 Segment 1 0 1

Segment 2 1

Segment 3 0

Note 2 Segment 1 0 0

Segment 2 0

Note 3 Segment 1 1 1

Segment 2 1

Note Segment BERT False Posi�ve Filter

Note 1 1 1

Note 3 1 0

“shortness of breath. She had 
recently been hospitalized for 
pneumonia, C difficile coli�s, and 
gallstone pancrea��s. She had 
difficulty with”

Highlighted Note

shortness of breath. She had recently been 
hospitalized for pneumonia, C difficile coli�s, and 
gallstone pancrea��s. She had difficulty with”

The following day he developed diarrhea.
Thursday and Friday he was averaging 4 or 5 
stools/day. We elected to con�nue an�-diarrheals
but ini�ally held off on steroids. 2.) Probable
autoimmune (checkpoint inhibitor-related) coli�s. 

Coli�s Posi�ve Notes with 
Highlighted Regions

Note Text
Last Tuesday he received 
day 1 of cycle 2 of 
Ipi/Nivo. The following
day he developed 
diarrhea. Thursday and 
Friday he was averaging
4 or 5 stools/day. We
elected to con�nue an�-
diarrheals but ini�ally 
held off on steroids. 2.) 
Probable autoimmune
(checkpoint inhibitor-
related) coli�s. Filter by BOW Keywords

Segment

Last Tuesday he received day 1 of 
cycle 2 of Ipi/Nivo. 

The following day he developed 
diarrhea. Thursday and Friday he
was averaging 4 or 5 stools/day.

We elected to con�nue an�-
diarrheals but ini�ally held off on 
steroids.

2.) Probable autoimmune 
(checkpoint inhibitor-related) 
coli�s

Segment

We elected to 
con�nue an�-
diarrheals but ini�ally 
held off on steroids. 

2.) Probable 
autoimmune
(checkpoint inhibitor-
related) coli�s

feature wts

coli�s 21.6

colon 4.1

ipilimumab 3.5

prednisone 3.2

including 3.1

tube 2.8

mcg 2.3

steroids 2.3

thyroid 2.3

female 2.3

Figure 1. Overview of the Data Pipeline.
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can result in inaccuracies. Therefore, we considered multiple meth-

ods to analyze long clinical notes using BERT. First, we considered

using the maximum value from a segment in the prediction as

opposed to the majority vote (ie, if any segment was positive, the

entire note was positive). Second, we considered if the model could

be improved if only the segment containing colitis description were

fed into the model. To test these variations, we compared 3 meth-

ods: (1) using all segments from a note, (2) randomly selecting seg-

ments from a note, and (3) using the highlighted sentences marked

as relevant by the curator in the training dataset. The third method

using the curator’s sentences outperformed the other two and moti-

vated the need for automatic segment selection as an initial step in

the pipeline.

Automatic Segment Selection to Reduce Note Length

Selecting the segment of the note that contains colitis description for

classification improved model performance. However, for new data-

sets, we would not have access to curator-highlighted sentences and

must identify the relevant segments automatically. A simple segment

identification method is to filter by keyword search. For positive col-

itis notes, all segments that contained any word from a specified

keyword list were selected as inputs to the model. For negative

notes, a random sample of segments were selected, and the number

of segments per note was the same on average for positive and nega-

tive notes.

To determine the ideal segment selection approach, we com-

pared segment filtering with curator-specified keywords and BOW

keywords. During empirical evaluation, the curator-specified key-

word pipeline had higher precision while the BOW keywords had

higher recall. Recall is very important because of the low incidence

rates of colitis (1994 positive in 23 313 notes). While the curator-

specified keywords are more semantically related to colitis, the

model needed a broader training set of positive note segments to

learn to discriminate colitis-positive notes. However, during infer-

ence, filtering the test set with curator-specified keywords improves

performance, making the precision comparable to the curator key-

word model, without sacrificing recall. Hence, our segment selection

hybrid model is trained on BOW keyword-filtered segments and

then applied to a curator keyword-filtered dataset. We compared

the performance of this hybrid model against the baseline model

that uses all segments, the curator keyword model, and the BOW

keyword model (Table 2).

We applied the segment selection model to the unseen cohort of

128 314 notes containing colitis keywords. After reviewing the first

1080 notes, the curators found an 18% false positive rate, that is,

194 notes were not colitis cases and most of these mentioned colitis

as a potential side-effect at therapy initiation. A reason for the

higher false positive rate of this model could be imperfect training

data—non-expert reviewers sometimes marked the potential side-

effect colitis mention as positive.

Secondary Prediction to Filter False Positives

To further reduce the curator review burden, we trained a second

model using the 1080 reviewed notes (mentioned above) to identify

and filter false positive notes from the notes identified in the segment-

selected model. These notes were reviewed by expert curators to ensure

we had a high-quality dataset. After reviewing another small sample of

20 notes output from the false positive filter, curators found that notes

that did not contain the word “colitis” were not relevant. Our final

workflow (Figure 1) then was to filter data by curator keywords, apply

the segment selection model to get positive notes, apply the false posi-

tive filtering model, and then send the positive notes containing the

word “colitis” for curator review.

We built two data pipelines, one for identifying colitis mention

notes, and another for colitis symptom notes. The pipeline for the

symptom notes was similar, except the BOW keywords were

extracted from a model trained to identify diarrhea and bloody

stool, a separate manually reviewed set of 1266 notes output from

the symptom segment classifier were used to train the false positive

filter, and we did not search for the word “colitis” in the last step.

We evaluate the pipeline by manually verifying the number of true

positives in the classified data set, that is, precision.5 Curators also

looked at a small sample of negative notes and found them to be

true negatives and hence did not review the remaining notes.

Highlighting regions
To further accelerate the curation task, we wanted the system to

highlight the sections within notes which were used to classify coli-

tis. To this end, we used BERT’s attention heads to identify signifi-

cant regions. Briefly, BERT has 12 layers, each of which has 12

attention heads, for a total of 144 attention heads. Heads focus on

different patterns and regions. For example, prior work has found

that some heads pay attention to (i) matching tokens (same words)

in other sentences, (ii) to tokens surrounding the current token, or

(iii) to sentence boundaries.6,7 Each head computes a self-attention

matrix for each input segment, where an attention value is calcu-

lated for every pair of tokens in the segment. The attention value of

token B from token A denotes how important B is for providing con-

text to A. While tokens mostly correspond to words, if a word is

outside BERT’s vocabulary, it is split into multiple tokens. Since we

are interested in word-level attention, the attention from split words

must be aggregated. To aggregate attention, attention values from a

split word’s tokens are averaged and attentions to split tokens are

summed. This preserves the property of attentions from a word sum-

ming to one.7 So, for each word in a segment with 512 words, each

attention head has 512 attention values. That is 512x512 attention

values for each of the 144 attention heads to evaluate.

As a simple baseline for selecting words for highlighting, we used

the TF-IDF metric and selected the top scoring 5 words. While

TF-IDF had decent performance, it does not make use of the classifi-

cation model’s mechanisms. To this end, we used the method

described by Clark et al.8 which averaged a word’s attention score

from all 144 heads and then selected the top scoring 5 words for

highlighting.8 Additionally, prior work has also shown that all heads

are not equally helpful in prediction.7,9 To address this, we

employed a third algorithm which first identified influential atten-

tion heads and then focused on words relevant to our task to find

other significant words. To identify influential heads, we employed

the algorithm described by Michel et al.,9 where the importance of a

head was quantified as the difference in loss on the test set when the

head is masked during inference. We used this leave-one-out strategy

to measure the difference in accuracy on the test set and only consid-

ered the heads which led to a decrease in accuracy. This reduced the

number of heads from 144 to 47 for the colitis mention pipeline and

to 57 for the symptom mention pipeline. Next for each input seg-

ment, we looked at important keywords such as colitis, diarrhea,

and stool, and for each of the influential heads, selected the words

that the keywords paid the most attention to and had an attention

score of at least 0.001. Lower attention scores usually denoted
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prepositions. Boundary tokens were excluded during this process

since they are not relevant for highlighting.

Once influential words were identified using one of the above 3

algorithms, we needed to identify regions in the input sentences that

contained these words. We divided sentences into regions of 10 words

and then scored each region by the number of segment-specific influ-

ential words it contained, normalized by region length (ie, 10).

Regions with a score of 0.5 or greater, that is, high-density regions,

were highlighted (Figure 2). Curators validated our highlighting algo-

rithm by manually reviewing a random set of 10 patients with 79

colitis-positive notes. For evaluating symptoms, an additional 37 notes

were reviewed for a total of 116 notes. Out of these 116 notes, 79

were positive for diarrhea and 29 were positive for bloody stool.

RESULTS

In this section, we present results in the order it was described in the

methods. First, we present the results of classification, going from

keyword search to the BERT classification model. We then present

the results of the highlighting algorithms.

Keyword search with Snorkel for Colitis Classification
The simplest colitis classification model was using the BOW logistic

regression, which had an AUC5 of 0.78 on the test set. To further

improve performance, we extracted the most positive predictive

words and used them for colitis classification with Snorkel. Table 1

shows the results of using Snorkel to label data using different sets

of keywords on the test set of 4663 notes as well as on the unseen

cohort of 128 314 notes. The BOW keywords had a slightly better

AUC than that of the curator keywords and BOWþcurator on the

test set, but all 3 performed poorly on the larger unseen set. A possi-

bility for the low performance of the curator keywords could be that

the individual labeler functions had balanced performance on the

training set and hence Snorkel’s learner could not easily aggregate

the data. On the other hand, when we used only 3 labelers, grouping

keywords into BOW, curator, or colitis keyword, Snorkel had

improved performance, because the colitis function had significantly

better performance than the other two. However, the precision for

this method on the unseen set was still only 0.64, which would lead

to significant curator burden for filtering out false positives.

Segment-Selected BERT for Colitis Classification
We next present the results of the BERT colitis classification model

with different segment selection strategies to account for the

maximum sequence length of 512 tokens. Table 2 shows the results

on the test set of the different segment selection strategies. The

fourth method, training on BOW keywords and filtering the test set

with curator keywords, performed the best with the highest recall

which was important for colitis classification due to the imbalanced

dataset. It also decreased the training time to 1.5 hours from the 2.5

hours needed to train using all segments.

The curation pipeline for colitis mention notes with results is

shown in Figure 3. The segment-selected BERT algorithm had a pre-

cision of 0.72 and recall of 0.98, while the false positive filter,

trained on 864 notes had a precision of 0.92 and recall of 0.79 on

the test set of 162 notes. The overall pipeline had a precision of

0.92. The colitis pipeline started with 128K unseen notes based on

curator keyword search, which was reduced to 14K by segment-

selected BERT, further reduced to 12K by false positive filter BERT,

and finally, only 8K contained the word “colitis” and were reviewed

by the curators. We thus decreased the note review load from 128K

to 8K.

The symptom pipeline (Figure 4), that is, classifying if a note

mentioned diarrhea or bloody stool, had an overall precision of

0.84. The segment-selected BERT algorithm had a precision of 0.77

and recall of 0.96, while the false positive filter BERT trained on

945 notes had a precision of 0.97 and recall of 0.98 on the test set of

Find Influen�al Heads Iden�fy Max A�en�on Words Get High Density Regions Highlight

Sentence Density 
Score

shortness of breath. She had 
recently been hospitalized 

.2

pneumonia, C difficile coli�s, 
and gallstone pancrea��s. 
She had difficulty with

.8

Input Segment: “shortness of 
breath. She had recently been
hospitalized for pneumonia, C
difficile coli�s, and gallstone
pancrea��s. She had difficulty
with”

Words: difficile, 
pancrea��s,
gallstone, coli�s, 
breath

“shortness of breath. She had
recently been hospitalized for
pneumonia, C difficile coli�s,
and gallstone pancrea��s.
She had difficulty with”

a�en�on 
head

word wts

0, 3 coli�s .634

1, 1 gallstone .576

0, 6 coli�s .409

0, 11 pancrea��s .197

0, 8 difficile .172

0, 7 pancrea��s .132

0, 2 difficile .120

3, 7 breath .006

3, 1 hospitalized .0003

11, 11 of .0001

4, 10 recently .0000

Figure 2. Highlighting Algorithm.

Table 1. Snorkel performance with different keyword sets

Precision Recall AUC

Test set Unseen Test set Unseen Test set Unseen

Curator keywords 0.38 0.11 0.07 0.02 0.53 0.51

BOW keywords 0.72 0.40 0.13 0.03 0.56 0.51

BOW þ Curator 0.87 0.30 0.04 0.01 0.52 0.50

BOW þ Curator

grouped

0.79 0.64 0.99 1.00 0.98 0.98

Table 2. BERT performance with different segment selection

strategies

All

segments

Curator

keywords

BOW

keywords

BOW þ
Curator

Precision 0.76 0.71 0.57 0.72

Recall 0.96 0.97 0.98 0.98

Training time (h) 2.5 1 1.5 1.5
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249 notes. The unseen cohort for this pipeline started with 119K

based on curator keyword search, which was reduced to 40K by the

segment-selected BERT, and further reduced to 30K by the false pos-

itive filter BERT, which were manually reviewed.

Highlighting accuracy
We next present the results of different highlighting algorithms to

guide curators in reviewing the correctness of colitis notes. For each

manually evaluated note, the curators indicated if the pipeline had

highlighted all relevant regions. Additionally, curators noted rele-

vant regions that were missed. The curator-reviewed notes with

annotations were used as the gold standard for the comparison of

different highlighting algorithms such as TF-IDF, average attention,

and focused attention (ie, looking at attention values of words rele-

vant to the problem). Table 3 shows the results of 10 patients with

79 notes. While highlighting was applied to all the notes, curators

were asked to provide feedback on a small subset so as not to add

extra time to their task. The focused attention highlighting algo-

rithm was able to capture all relevant regions for all 79 notes, while

TF-IDF and average attention highlighted all regions in 73% and

67% of notes, respectively.

The focused attention algorithm was applied to the symptom

pipeline as well. The accuracy of highlighting for diarrhea was 97%

and for bloody stool was 72%. For these cases, certain words such

as loose stools and melena were not highlighted because they were

not necessarily attended to by keywords such as diarrhea and stool.

DISCUSSION

We have presented a pipeline for identifying colitis-positive notes

which considerably reduces curation burden. We have shown that

for large EHR notes, narrowing down to relevant segments prior to

inputting data into the model improves performance. While logistic

regression had a modest performance for classification (AUC of

0.78), the predictive keywords were useful for segment selection.

This result indicates that while keywords are not effective for predic-

tion, they are useful for segment identification. The colitis mention

pipeline had a precision of 92% and reduced the note review load

by 93.4% (128K–8K). The symptoms pipeline had a precision of

84% and reduced the note review load by 75% (119K–30K). The

slightly lower performance for the symptom model can be attributed

to imperfect training data, since the initial set of 23 313 had false

positive labels which were curated by non-expert reviewers. Even

so, our models greatly accelerated data curation on an unseen

cohort.

Additionally, we compared the usage of different keyword sets

to classify the dataset with Snorkel. Based on our limited compari-

sons, Snorkel performs the best when there are fewer labeling func-

tions and at least two functions label a sample. The curator

keywords covered different samples and had high accuracies because

of the high number of negative samples, and Snorkel was unable to

effectively aggregate these, leading to the low recall. The BOW key-

word functions had more overlap, leading to slight increase in recall.

Finally, grouping all keywords into three functions, one correspond-

ing to BOW keywords, one for curator keywords, and one for the

word colitis, had the best recall. This improvement might be because

the positive samples got at least two votes, allowing Snorkel to dis-

criminate better. However, the precision was still lower than BERT

with segment selection.

We used the standard train/test split of 80:20 for evaluating our

algorithms during model selection. We further validated our results

on a large, unseen cohort of 128 314 notes, which improves the

robustness of our results. However, adapting and implementing this

method at other institutions might still require finetuning the models

with their datasets due to differences in language and documenta-

tion styles.

Finally, we presented an algorithm for highlighting relevant

regions using BERT’s attention mechanism. Selecting important

heads and then choosing words that were attended to by focused

keywords performed the best. Both the baseline methods, TF-IDF

and average attention picked up regions related to colitis, such as

descriptions of gastrointestinal symptoms, but missed mentions of

colitis. These methods can still be used in the absence of curator-

provided keywords, albeit with slightly lower recall.

Our pipeline helps researchers quickly curate ICI-induced colitis

cases. It is intended for clinical research use and not necessarily

geared towards point-of-care. The results of our pipeline are

Figure 3. Colitis mention results.

Figure 4. Symptom mention results.

Table 3. Highlighting Algorithm Results

Accuracy

TF-IDF 58 (73%)

Average attention 53 (67%)

Focused attention 79 (100%)
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manually reviewed by curators to ensure correctness. It is possible

that our pipeline biases curators towards colitis in false positive

cases. We try to mitigate this bias by showing the curator the high-

lighted regions used by the model for the prediction. The curator

can thus check if the note actually mentions colitis or if it was

marked positive for some other reason.

Researchers can use the data curated by our pipeline to build

algorithms to predict if a patient will develop colitis. These predic-

tive algorithms could be integrated into the EHR for point-of-care.

The quality of the data output by our pipeline will then affect the

downstream predictive model. Our pipeline has high recall, meaning

there are very few false negative cases. For cases where we fail to

predict colitis, the quality of care will remain as it is now. For cases

where we accurately predict colitis, care can potentially improve to

prevent colitis or provide prior mitigation measures. For false posi-

tives, changing the patient’s care could lead to a decreased effi-

ciency. One way to indicate the possibility of false positives to

providers is to show them confidence intervals of the probability of

the patient developing colitis as well as show features that increase

the patient’s probability of colitis.

CONCLUSION

Data curation is a bottleneck for many informatics research pipe-

lines. Building automated curation tools can accelerate this process.

While there are many NLP tools for prediction and sentence comple-

tion, customizing them for data extraction is nontrivial. Tuning a

curation pipeline requires a tight working loop between data scien-

tists and curators with domain expertise,10 as demonstrated by this

work. We show that identifying relevant text to be input into the

model has an impact on performance. Applying similar methods to

other extraction domains can be greatly beneficial for democratizing

research data.
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